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A method of detennining the absorbed power in a cascade connection of dissipative quadripoles
is described, expressions enabling calculation of the absorbed power in the i-th quadripole are
given. Hie distribution of power in multicascade pin attenuators was analyzed. The factors
affecting an increase of the maximum level of the operating power were determined.
As a consequence of the high degree of integration of active heat-liberating elements in microwave radio
electronics modules • the main parts of modem radio-electronics apparatus - a determination of the energy
operating regimes of these elements acquires special significance, particularly in such microwave devices as
electrically controlled high-power (HP) pin attenuators.
Hie correct selection of the regimes of pin diodes enables a rational distribution of the power being
dissipated between the cascade of the attenuator, an increase of the value of the input power of the entire device
as a whole, and not creating excess margins with respect to the power being dissipated. Consequently, it is possible
to optimize HP pin attenuators on the basis of the criterion of minimization of cost with maximum reliability.
Problems of a theoretical and experimental determination of dissipated power in one- and two-cascade
attenuators are examined in [1-3]. However, the known approaches do not enable working out recommendations
for designing multicascade HP pin attenuators.
In the present work we will examine problems of analyzing the dissipated power in cascades of an n-cascade
connection of wave dissipative microwave quadripoles (QPs), for example, multicascade microwave pin attenuators,
and describe the algorithm for calculating the power being dissipated in the cascades by means of the method of
recursion relations.
Let us examine a circuit consisting of a generator, n-cascade connection of the QPs, and load (Fig. 1, a)
in the form of a cascade connection of two QPs described by scattering matrices S' and S" (Fig. l,b). Here S" is
the scattering matrix of the n-th QP and S' is the scattering matrix of the cascade connection of the remaining QPs.
The power entering the dissipative QP (P j^ is divided into three parts: reflected (Pret), transmitted farther
(Plra), and absorbed in the QP (P ,^ ). The equation of conservation of energy for an n-cascade connection (Fig. 1,
b) has the form:
P inc —P ref + P abcr + P tn ’
I a , I2 + I a2 I2 = I bx I2 + P!btt + I 6 2 I2;
where
= \ax|2 + \a2\2 is the power entering the set of QPs being transported by the incoming waves from the
side of the generator (14 ) and from the side of the load (a j;
|bj |2 is the power being transported by the wave
bt reflected from the set of QPs toward the generator; Pm = |b2|2 is the power transported by the wave reflected
from the set of QPs toward the load; P ^ is the power absorbed (dissipated) in the entire set of QPs.
We write Eq. ( 1 ) in the form:
I a\ l2 + I a '2 I2 - I b\ I2 - I b2 l 2 = / >'atar + P ’+ „ ,
where P '^ and P * ^ are the powers absorbed respectively in the first and second QPs, respectively.
From Eq. (1) we determine the total absorbed power normalized to the input (incoming) power:
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